
"KICKIN CLUB, SUN SEA SAND" in Second Life is a casual place for people to 
congregate on a beach. There is a live singer singing along with karaoke-style 
music in the background. There are some people dancing, and others just chatting 
while the performer is on stage. Everyone seems pretty polite and inclusive of 
whoever would like to join.

"Palazzo Celestiale Live Venue" is in a club setting, with a live group performing. 
Iahn Xeltentat was performing, and he has performed in a lot of different venues. At 
the end of his set, he complemented the venue and was very gracious to the 
audience. He performed an encore when the audience requested it, and the 
environment was fairly energetic.

"Rasta Beach and Resort Club" is another club on the beach, but has a live DJ 
performing. I saw DJ Ras performing, and there were people dancing on the stage. 
There were people speaking Japanese, and others just relaxing to the music. 
There were a lot of people complementing the Reggae music the DJ was spinning. 
There was an item called "Breathe" which cost L$60, and I assume represented 
something illicit.

"Bleu Katt Lounge" is a performance venue in a lounge. The performer was Dee 
Timeless, who has been performing in SL for a number of years. He was 
performing rock music from the 70s-90s. The crowd was only 5-6 people, but 
everyone was enjoying it. Dee was performing for any tips that people wanted to 
leave, and he thanked them for tipping in between songs. Unlike the other places, 
Dee was playing a guitar and singing along, as opposed to singing along with a 
karaoke-style recording in the background. The performer took requests from the 
audience.

"COCO's Live Music, Fatal Attraction" is a venue inside of a big circus tent. The 
featured performer was Mercury Madzuko, who was inspired by David Bowie and 
The Cure. He was very friendly and greeted everyone who walked in the venue. 
This was the most popular place I saw, with around 15-20 people inside. The 
conversations were more adult-oriented than any of the other places I saw. There 
was more joking around in between songs at COCO's than any of the other venues. 
This club, like all of the others, was very inclusive to everyone who was there.


